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Abstract. The problems of recognizing mentions of entities in texts and
linking them to unique knowledge base identifiers have received consid-
erable attention in recent years. In this paper we present a probabilistic
system based on undirected graphical models that jointly addresses both
the entity recognition and the linking task. Our framework considers the
span of mentions of entities as well as the corresponding knowledge base
identifier as random variables and models the joint assignment using a
factorized distribution. We show that our approach can be easily applied
to different technical domains by merely exchanging the underlying on-
tology. On the task of recognizing and linking disease names, we show
that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art systems DNorm and
TaggerOne, as well as two strong lexicon-based baselines. On the task of
recognizing and linking chemical names, our system achieves comparable
performance to the state-of-the-art.
Keywords: Joint Entity Recognition and Linking; Undirected Proba-
bilistic Graphical Models; Diseases; Chemicals
1 Introduction
In light of the current proliferation of openly accessible textual data and struc-
tured symbolic knowledge in the LOD cloud1, a versatile approach to the repre-
sentation of text meaning relies on linking mentions in a text to entities, relations
or classes defined in a reference knowledge base such as DBpedia2 or MeSH3.
Being coined as named entity disambiguation, entity linking, or wikification, this
task has received considerable attention in recent years [7, 16, 15].
? This is a pre-print version of an article published by Springer in LNAI 10318:
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1 http://lod-cloud.net/
2 http://wiki.dbpedia.org
3 Medical Subject Headings: https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
2As a subtask in machine reading, i.e., automatically transforming unstruc-
tured natural language text into structured knowledge [19], entity linking facil-
itates various applications such as entity-centric search or predictive analytics
in knowledge graphs. In these tasks, it is advisable to search for the entities
involved at the level of unique knowledge base identifiers rather than surface
forms mentioned in the text, as the latter are ubiquitously subject to variation
(e.g., spelling variants, semantic paraphrases, or abbreviations). Thus, entities
at the concept level cannot be reliable retrieved or extracted from text using
exact string match techniques.
Prior to linking the surface mentions to their respective concepts, named
entity recognition [17] is required in order to identify all sequences of tokens in
the input sentence that denote an entity of a particular type (e.g., diseases or
chemicals). Until recently, named entity recognition and entity linking have been
mostly performed as separate tasks in pipeline architectures ([7, 20], inter alia).
In this paper, we present J-Link, a versatile approach to joint entity recog-
nition and linking that can be easily applied to different technical domains by
exchanging the underlying knowledge base and training data. The approach ex-
ploits undirected probabilistic graphical models (factor graphs, in particular)
and Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods for inference. Parameter updates are
computed using SampleRank [24].
We train and evaluate the system in two experiments focusing on joint entity
recognition and linking of diseases and chemical compounds, respectively. In both
tasks, the BioCreative V CDR data [23] is used for training and testing. We apply
the same model to both problems, only exchanging the underlying reference
knowledge base. With an F1 score of 85.9 in disease linking, we outperform the
state-of-the-art systems DNorm [12] and TaggerOne [11]; in chemical compounds
linking, our system achieves an F1 score of 86.6, which is comparable to the state-
of-the-art. Thus, J-Link provides high performance on both domains without
major need of manual adaptation or system tuning.
2 Related Work
Entity linking approaches have mostly relied on three main sources of informa-
tion: Local models investigate the textual context of a surface entity mention
([15], inter alia), global models aim at collective linking of all entities within the
same document ([20], inter alia), and graph-based models focus on the relation
between surface mentions and entity candidates ([16], inter alia).
More recently, these sources have been combined in probabilistic graphical
models. The approach by Hakimov et al. [5] incorporates textual and graph-based
features in a factor graph model in order to capture compatibilities of pairs of
mentions and entities within the same document. Their results show that entity
co-occurrences and mention-entity pairs provide complementary information to
the model. Based on the same sources of information, Ganea et al. [4] train a
Markov network for the entity linking task, using approximate MAP inference by
3belief propagation. Both Ganea et al. and Hakimov et al. perform entity linking
in isolation by relying on gold annotations for the recognition problem.
Probabilistic graphical models can be used to couple the tasks of named entity
recognition and entity linking in joint models such that mutual dependencies
between both problems are exploited. This avenue has recently been explored
by Durrett and Klein [2], Luo et al. [14] and Nguyen et al. [18]. Consistently,
these approaches extend conditional random fields (CRF; [10]) which constitute
the state-of-the-art in named entity recognition. By extending linear-chain CRFs
to tree-shaped factor graphs based on syntactic dependency relations between
variables, non-local features considering entity-entity pairs or entity-level priors
can be incoporated as well [3]. In our work presented here, we adopt an even
more flexible model structure which is sufficiently versatile to encode non-local
information, while it does not require dependency parsing.
In contrast to the latter approaches which all use Wikipedia as reference
knowledge base, there are several domain-specific approaches to entity linking.
We focus our discussion on the biomedical domain and disease/chemical recog-
nition and linking, as this is our application scenario in this paper. The DNorm
system [12] relies on a learning-to-rank approach in order to induce similari-
ties between disease mentions and concept names directly from training data.
However, the system does not include any information about coherence between
different entities within the same text. In contrast to DNorm, TaggerOne [11]
performs entity recognition and linking simultaneously, using a combination of
semi-Markovian sequence labeling (for the recognition problem) and supervised
semantic indexing (for the linking problem). These components do not share
any parameters, i.e., possible dependencies between the individual problems are
not captured in the model. The system by Lee et al. [13], combining disease
recognition and linking in a sequential pipeline architecture, obtained the best
performance at the BioCreative V Shared Task on disease linking [23]. However,
their approach is specifically tailored to the domain as it strongly capitalizes on
strategies for expanding the reference knowledge base, which is not our focus
in this work. Instead, we aim at a more general model for joint entity recog-
nition and linking that can be flexibly adapted to knowledge bases from vari-
ous domains. In that respect, our work follows similar goals as the AGDISTIS
framework [22], which performs entity linking that is agnostic of the underlying
knowledge base, without considering the recognition problem, though.
3 Method
We frame the entity recognition and linking tasks as a joint inference problem
in an undirected probabilistic graphical model framework. In such a model, a
factor graph representation is used to decompose a joint probability distribution
over observed and hidden random variables. In the following, we (i) describe the
notion of factor graphs, (ii) show how we use them to represent the problem do-
main for joint entity recognition and linking, and (iii) how we perform inference
over factor graphs using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling (Sections 3.1–
43.3). In Section 3.4, we describe how the parameters of our model are optimized
using SampleRank. Section 3.5 presents the methods used in order to retrieve
candidate concepts from a reference knowledge base. The features of our model
are described in Section 3.6.
3.1 Factor Graphs
Following Kschischang et al. [9] and Hakimov et al. [5], we define a factor graph
G as a bipartite graph that consists of variables V and factors Ψ . Variables can
further be divided into observed variables x and hidden variables y. A factor
Ψi connects subsets of observed variables xi and hidden variables yi. Each fac-
tor computes a scalar score based on the exponential of the scalar product of a
feature vector fi(xi,yi) to be determined from the corresponding subset of vari-
ables and a set of parameters θi: Ψi = e
fi(xi,yi)·θi . Based on these definitions,
the inference problem in factor graphs, i.e., computing the posterior distribution
of the hidden variables given the observed ones, can be formulated in terms of
the product of the individual factors:
p(y|x; θ) = 1
Z(x)
∏
Ψi∈G
eΨi =
1
Z(x)
∏
Ψi∈G
efi(xi,yi)·θi (1)
where Z(x) is the normalization function.
For a given set of observed variables, we generate a factor graph automatically
making use of factor templates T . Each template Tj ∈ T defines (i) the subsets of
observed and hidden variables (xj ,yj) for which it can generate factors and (ii) a
function fj(xj ,yj) to generate features for these variables. All factors generated
by a given template Tj share the same parameters θj . With this definition, we
can reformulate the conditional probability from Equation (1) as follows:
p(y|x; θ) = 1
Z(x)
∏
Tj∈T
∏
(xj ,yj)∈Tj
efj(xj ,yj)·θj (2)
Thus, we define a probability distribution over possible configurations of ob-
served and hidden variables, which enables us to explore the joint space of vari-
able assignments in a probabilistic fashion.
3.2 Model Structure
Each document d is defined as a tuple d = 〈w, t,m, c〉 comprising an observed
sequence of tokens w together with hidden sequences of non-overlapping en-
tity mentions m and corresponding concepts c. Further, we capture possible
semantic transformations t as hidden variables that are intended to capture
(near-)synonymy of individual tokens. Semantic transformations can be applied
to observed input words in order to facilitate the normalization step in cases
where a surface mention and a concept name differ by one synonymous token
(e.g., “kidney dysfunction” vs. “kidney disease”). Each annotation span can have
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Fig. 1. Simplified factor graph for a correctly annotated document. The figure shows
all different types of factors (small black boxes) that are used in order to link observed
and hidden variables. Hidden variables comprise concept variables (nodes labeled as
coni), semantic transformation variables (syni), and segmentation (recognition) vari-
ables (segi). Individual factor types are numbered to be referenceable (cf. Section 3.6).
The approach tackles both tasks, recognition and linking, thus the only observed vari-
ables are the tokens from the pre-tokenized document content marked as ti.
only one semantic transformation and must have at least one token that was not
semantically transformed. Fig. 1 shows a (simplified) factor graph representation
of our model for an example document.
We define one specific assignment of values to these variables in a document
as a state. By applying Equation (2), we can compute the probability of each
state, which will be exploited during inference and learning.
3.3 Inference
In order to assign values to the hidden values in the model, i.e., recognize token
spans corresponding to entity types of interest and link them to knowledge base
identifiers, we perform approximate inference following a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampling scheme [21]. In MCMC sampling, the goal is to con-
struct an approximation that is maximally close to the posterior distribution of
interest, while sharing the factorization properties as defined by the factor graph
[8]. This is achieved by generating a sequence of states, each of which corresponds
to an assignment of a value to all (or a subset of) the variables in the model
(cf. Section 3.2). Thus, by performing a local search, this procedure successively
explores the search space of variable assignments for a given document.
6Exploring the Search Space. Initially, an empty state s0 is generated for each
document, which can be modified in subsequent sampling steps. In each iteration,
an annotation span explorer and a concept assignment explorer are consecutively
applied in order to generate a set of proposal states which differ from the current
state in one atomic change. The annotation span explorer is able to add a new
non-overlapping (empty) annotation4, remove an existing annotation, or apply
a semantic transformation to one token. The concept assignment explorer can
assign a concept to an empty annotation, or change or remove one from an
non-empty annotation.
Applying these explorers in an alternating consecutive manner effectively
guarantees that all variable assignments are mutually guided by several sources
of information: (i) Possible concept assignments can inform the annotation span
explorer in proposing valid spans over observed input tokens, while (ii) propos-
ing different annotation spans together with semantic transformations on these
may facilitate concept linking. Thus, this intertwined sampling strategy effec-
tively enables joint inference on the recognition and the linking task. In order
to illustrate the sampling procedure, Fig. 2 shows a subset of proposal states as
generated by the annotation span explorer.
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Fig. 2. Subset of proposal states generated by the annotation span explorer, originating
from the current state st which has already one annotated span on token t13. Each pro-
posal state has a new non-overlapping segment annotation (marked in grey). Proposal
states may include semantic transformations (depicted as dashed boxes). As shown for
s′t, new annotations have an empty concept assigned. Semantic transformations in a
successor state are accepted for all subsequent sampling steps.
4 We do not extend or shrink existing spans. Instead, new annotations can be of
different length, spanning 1 to 10 tokens.
7Evaluating States. From the set of all generated proposal states, we select one
state st+1 to be used as the successor state in the subsequent sampling step,
following Hakimov et al. [5]. States are evaluated according to their individual
probability (cf. Equation 2). But, the possible successor state s′t is only accepted
if its probability is higher than the probability of the current state st
5:
st+1 =
{
s′t, if p(s
′
t) ≥ p(st)
st, otherwise
(3)
3.4 Parameter Learning
The learning problem consists in finding the optimal weight matrix θ that max-
imizes the probability of a sequence of assigned entity labels given observed
training sequences (cf. Equation 2). We use SampleRank [24] to learn these
parameters based on gradient descent on pairs of states (st, s
′
t) that are inves-
tigated in individual steps of the inference procedure. Two states are compared
according to the following preference function P : S × S → {0, 1}:
P(s′, s) =
{
1, if O(s′) > O(s)
0, otherwise
(4)
Here, O(s) denotes an objective function that returns a score for s indicating
its degree of accordance with the ground truth annotations in the respective
training document in terms of the proportion of correctly linked entities and the
total number of gold entity mentions in s (cf. [5]).
3.5 Dictionary Generation and Candidate Retrieval
Dictionary Generation A main component of our approach is a dictionary δ ⊆
C ×S, where C = {c0, . . . , cn} is the set of concepts from a reference knowledge
base and S = {s0, . . . , sm} denotes the set of names that can be used to refer to
these concepts. We define two functions on the dictionary: (i) δ(s) = {c | (c, s) ∈
δ} returns a set of concepts for a given name s, and (ii) δ(c) = {s | (c, s) ∈ δ}
returns a set of names for a given concept c.
Synonym Extraction. We extract a synonym lexicon from the dictionary δ by
considering all names of a concept c that differ in one token. We consider these
tokens as synonyms. For example, the names kidney disease and kidney dys-
function are names for the same concept and differ in the tokens ‘disease’ and
‘dysfunction’. The pair (disease, dysfunction) is then inserted into a synonym
lexicon denoted as σ provided that the pair occurs in at least two concepts.
Concept Candidate Retrieval. Candidate retrieval identifies, for each annotated
segment, a number of concept candidates that the segment can denote. We im-
plement the candidate retrieval using an index for the dictionary δ that maps
names to concepts. The index is implemented using Lucene6; results are ranked
5 We stop the inference procedure if the state does not change for 3 times in a row.
6 https://lucene.apache.org/
8using the built-in Lucene similarity score. We retrieve the top k candidates with
a similarity of at least λ.
3.6 Templates and Feature Generation
As shown in Fig. 1, our model is designed by 12 individual types of factors
(henceforth numbered between 0 and 11). We distinguish factors by their scope,
i.e., whether they are used for the recognition or the linking task or jointly for
both. Recognition factors are either connected to a single observed variable (type
0), or connect two variables of type segmentation or synonym (1, 2, 3 and 5).
All these factors contribute features for the recognition task. Being connected to
a single hidden variable of type concept, factor (10) has a scope that is limited
to the linking task. Joint factors (4, 6, 7, 8 and 11) connect at least one variable
of type concept with at least one variable of a different type.
Although factors can be grouped by their scope, we decide to apply a more
semantic grouping of factors in our implementation. In the following, we de-
scribe our design of templates capturing the semantic relatedness of factors. All
described features are of boolean type. Henceforth, we use d to denote the cur-
rent document, si to denote the ith annotation span in d and ci to denote the
concept assigned to si. Further, the templates make use of the dictionary δ, and
the semantic lexicon σ as previously described in Section 3.5. For readability,
we introduce the abbreviations seg, sem and con for the three types of hidden
variables: segmentation, semantic transformation, and concept, respectively.
Dictionary Lookup This template adds factors of type 1, 5, 6 and 9 to the
factor graph. A feature of this template indicates whether si corresponds to an
entry in the dictionary δ, i.e., whether (si, c
′) ∈ δ for some c′. A further set of
features specific for each concept ci indicates whether the span of an annotated
entity mention refers to concept ci according to the dictionary, i.e. (si, ci) ∈ δ.
A further set of features indicate whether the semantically transformed version
of si is in the dictionary or denotes concept ci according to the dictionary.
Semantic Transformation The semantic transformation template adds a new
factor of type 5 connecting a variable of type sem with a seg variable. The
feature indicates for a given synonym pair (tj , t
′
j) whether seg corresponds to
the semantically transformed version sem modulo the fact that some token tj in
seg is replaced by t′j in sem.
Token Length This template connects a factor of type 3 to a seg variable. The
factor defines ni features indicating whether the number of tokens in seg is lower
or equal than ni where ni is the number of tokens in si.
Token Context This template extends the factor graph by factors 2 and 7.
It introduces three types of context features indicating if a span (i) is preceded
9by a certain n-gram, (ii) is followed by a certain n-gram, and (iii) whether it is
preceded and followed by a pair of n-grams (1 ≤ n ≤ 4). In addition, each of
these features is conjoined with a specific concept ci that the span is linked to.
Annotation Prior This template extends the factor graph by factor types 0, 8
and 10. The features provide a context-independent prior derived from training
data indicating whether a segment si appearing in the training data represents
a mention of an entity. Another set of features are concept-specific and indicate
whether a segment si appearing in the training data represents a mention of an
entity denoting concept ci. In addition to considering the whole segment, we also
consider n-grams (1 ≤ n ≤ |si| − 1).
Coherence This template adds a factor of type 4 which measures the coherence
of annotations. Given all seg variables with the same mention text, we record
whether all these variables are annotated with the same concept.
Abbreviation In this template, we address the problem of abbreviations (cf.
[6]) in the task of entity linking. The template adds three types of factors 3, 6 and
11, where each factor has exactly one feature. Factor 3 is connected to a segmen-
tation variable. The corresponding feature indicates whether the mention text
represents an abbreviation7 that occurs in the training data. Factor 6 connects
segmentation variables with concept variables. Its feature indicates whether the
given mention text is an abbreviation for the given concept according to the
training data. Factor 11 connects two or more segmentation variables with a
concept variable. Its feature measures whether there is a longform annotated
that has the same concept assigned as the annotation si.
4 Experiments
We state our problem as joint sequence labeling and resolution comprising named
entity recognition and linking. The objective is to recognize segments in text de-
noting an entity of a specific type and linking them to a reference knowledge
base by assigning a unique concept identifier. In this section, we describe our ex-
periments on two types of biomedical entities. The first experiment evaluates our
system in disease recognition and linking. The second experiment is conducted
on chemicals. Both experiments use the same data set described below.
4.1 Data Sets and Resources
Data Sets. All experiments were conducted on data from the BioCreative V
Shared Task for Chemical Disease Relations (BC5CDR) [23]. The data set was
7 We define an abbreviation as a single token which is solely in uppercase and has at
most 5 characters.
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designed to solve the tasks of entity recognition and linking for disease and
chemicals and further to find relations between both. However, the latter task is
not yet considered in our approach. Each annotation contains information about
its span in terms of character offsets and a unique concept identifier. Annotated
entities are linked to the Comparative Taxicogenomics Database8 for diseases
(CTDdis) or chemicals (CTDchem), respectively. The data set consists of 1,500
annotated Pubmed abstracts equally distributed into training, development and
test set with about 4,300 unique annotations each.
Reference Knowledge Base. CTDdis is derived from the disease branch of MeSH
and the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)9 data base. CTDdis
contains 11,864 unique disease concept identifiers and 75,883 disease names.
CTDchem is solely derived from the chemical branch of MeSH. It comprises
163,362 unique chemical concept identifiers and 366,000 chemical names.
Cleaning Procedure. In order to remove simple spelling variations, we implement
a text cleaning procedure which is applied to all textual resources and data sets.
The strategy uses six manually created regular expressions like replacing ’s by s.
Further, we convert all tokens into lowercase if they are not solely in uppercase,
we remove all special characters including punctuation and brackets, and replace
multiple whitespace characters by a single blank. We apply the same strategy to
both diseases and chemicals.
Resources used in the Experiments. In the experiments for disease recognition
and linking, we initialize the dictionary δ with CTDdis and enhance it with
the disease annotations from the training data. We then apply the text cleaning
procedure as described above to all entries, as well as to all documents in training
and test set. Due to the cleaning, the size of the dictionary reduces to 73,773
unique names (−2,113), while the number of concepts remains the same. The
resulting synonym lexicon σ stores 2,366 entries.
In the experiments for chemicals, the dictionary δ is initialized with CTDchem
and enhanced with the chemical annotations from the training data. After the
cleaning procedure, the size of the dictionary reduces to 359,564 unique names
(−8.186), while the number of concepts remains the same. The resulting synonym
lexicon σ stores 4,912 entries.
The system’s overall performance depends on the two parameters k and λ
that influence the candidate retrieval procedure (cf. Section 3.5), as they de-
termine the maximum recall that can be achieved. We empirically set the best
parameter values using a two-dimensional grid search on the development set,
assuming perfect entity recognition. Best performance is achieved with k = 20
and λ = 0.7. Given these parameters, a maximum recall of 90.4 for diseases, and
91.5 for chemicals can be obtained by our system on the BC5CDR test set.
8 http://ctdbase.org, version from 2016.
9 http://www.omim.org
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4.2 Baselines
We compare our approach to the two state-of-the-art systems DNorm [12] and
TaggerOne [11], as well as against two simple baselines (LMB and LMB+).
The latter baselines are based on non-overlapping longest matches, using the
dictionary as described in Section 3.5. While in LMB+ all resources (including
the dictionary and documents) were cleaned, resources in LMB remain as they
are. Due to the cleaning, we lose track of the real character offset position. Thus,
these baselines are not applicable to the entity recognition subtask.
4.3 Experimental Settings
Evaluation Metrics. We use the official evaluation script as provided by the
BioCreative V Shared Task organizers [23]. The script uses Precision, Recall
and F1 score on micro level. In the recognition task the measure is on mention
level comparing annotation spans including character positions and the anno-
tated text. Experiments on the linking task are evaluated on concept level by
comparing sets of concepts as predicted by the system and annotated in the gold
standard, i.e., multiple occurrences of the same concept and their exact positions
in the text are disregarded.
Hyper-Parameter Settings. During development, the learning rate α and the
number of training epochs  as hyper-parameters of SampleRank were empiri-
cally optimized by varying them on the development set. Best results could be
achieved with α = 0.06. The results reached a stable convergence at  = 130.
4.4 Results
We report results on the BC5CDR test set in Table 1. Results on the disease
and chemicals subtasks are shown in the left and right part of the table, respec-
tively. For both tasks, we assess the performance of our system on end-to-end
entity linking (columns labeled with “Linking”), as well as the entity recognition
problem in isolation (“Recognition”).
Disease Recognition and Linking. In disease recognition, our approach exhibits
the best F1 score of all systems compared here (F1=83.2). Only in terms of
Precision, TaggerOne has slight advantages.
In the linking task, our system clearly outperforms both lexicon-based base-
lines as well as both state-of-the-art systems. In particular, J-Link exceeds Tag-
gerOne by 2.2 and DNorm by 5.3 points in F1 score, respectively.
Comparing these results to the baselines, we observe that a simple lexicon
lookup (LMB) already achieves robust precision levels that cannot be met by the
DNorm system. More than 22 points in recall can be gained by simply applying a
cleaning step to the dictionary and documents (LMB+). However, the increasing
recall comes with a drop in precision of 1.8 points. This shows that preprocessing
the investigated data can be helpful to find more diseases, while aggravating the
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Table 1. Evaluation results on BC5CDR test set for recognition and linking on diseases
(left part) and chemicals (right part)
Diseases Chemicals
Recognition Linking Recognition Linking
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
J-Link 84.6 81.9 83.2 86.3 85.5 85.9 90.0 86.6 88.3 85.9 91.0 88.4
TaggerOne 85.2 80.2 82.6 84.6 82.7 83.7 94.2 88.8 91.4 88.8 90.3 89.5
DNorm 82.0 79.5 80.7 81.2 80.1 80.6 93.2 84.0 88.4 95.0 80.8 87.3
LMB+ n/a n/a n/a 80.5 80.9 80.7 n/a n/a n/a 80.4 82.7 81.5
LMB n/a n/a n/a 82.3 58.5 68.3 n/a n/a n/a 84.0 58.8 69.2
linking task. Obviously, our system (in contrast to DNorm and to a greater
extent than TaggerOne) benefits from a number of features that provide strong
generalization capacities beyond mere lexicon matching. A more detailed feature
analysis is deferred until Section 4.5.
Chemicals Recognition and Linking. In the second experiment, we are inter-
ested in assessing the domain adaptivity of our model. Therefore, we apply the
same factor model to a different reference knowledge base, without changing any
system parameters or engineering any additional domain-specific features.
The evaluation (cf. Table 1, right part) shows promising results regarding
the adaptation to chemicals, particularly in the linking task. Our approach is
competitive to DNorm and TaggerOne, while clearly outperforming both lexicon
baselines. Compared to DNorm, our approach lacks in precision (−9.1), but
shows better results in recall (+10.2), which results in a slightly higher F1 score
(+1.1). Overall, TaggerOne obtains the best performance in this experiment,
due to the best precision/recall trade-off. However, the superior recall of our
system is remarkable (R=91.0), given that the dictionary for chemicals as used
in TaggerOne was augmented in order to ensure that all chemical element names
and symbols are included [11].
4.5 Discussion
Comparison to Previous Work To our knowledge, the best performance
in previous work on disease linking has been obtained by Lee et al. [13] who
report an F1 score of 86.5 (P=89.6; R=83.5) on the BC5CDR test set. While
these results are slightly higher than the ones we report in Table 1, their system
benefits from two design choices that are highly task-specific: First, the authors
extend their lexicon annotations from the NCBI Disease corpus [1]. Further, they
manually extend the dictionary underlying their system to account for synonym
variations in the corpus. We apply automatically learned semantic transforma-
tions to this problem. Third, their dictionary lookup follows a fixed sequential
order in which the lexical resources are consulted. This order is optimized to the
disease linking task on BC5CDR data. In contrast, we aim at a general model
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for joint entity recognition and linking that can be flexibly applied to existing
knowledge bases of various domains, without the need of manual adaptations.
Upper Bounds The upper bound of our approach is determined by the max-
imum recall of the candidate retrieval. Given the optimized parameters k = 20
and λ = 0.7 (cf. Section 4.3), our upper bound is limited to R=90.4 for disease
linking. Compared to our observed recall performance in the linking task, there
are 4.9 points left for improvement. Keeping k and λ for the chemical linking
task, we reach the upper bound in recall with a delta of only 0.5 points. Thus, a
further increase in recall can only be obtained by varying the candidate retrieval
at the cost of generating a larger amount of spurious candidates.
Template Ablation We investigated the impact of the individual templates
in an ablation test. The resulting ∆ in F1 (in comparison to the full model) is
shown in Table 2. All evaluations were done on the development set for diseases,
using the previously described settings.
Table 2. Impact of individual templates to overall performance in disease recognition
and linking, according to an ablation test on the development set. Results are separated
into recognition (left) and linking (right).
Recognition Linking
Configuration Prec. Recall F1 ∆F1 Prec. Recall F1 ∆F1
All Templates 83.9 76.9 80.2 85.6 80.7 83.1
−Annotation Prior 81.5 77.0 79.2 −1.0 81.6 80.8 81.2 −1.9
−Abbreviation 83.3 76.8 79.9 −0.3 85.3 80.9 83.0 −0.1
−Coherence 84.2 76.3 80.0 −0.2 85.1 80.4 82.6 −0.5
−Token Context 84.2 74.4 79.0 −1.2 86.3 79.2 82.6 −0.5
−Token Length 81.3 72.7 76.8 −3.4 83.9 76.5 80.0 −3.1
−Lexicon 76.2 46.6 57.9 −22.3 87.2 55.1 67.6 −15.5
−Sem. Transform. 84.0 75.4 79.5 −0.7 85.7 79.1 82.3 −0.8
As can be seen from the table, the relative impact of templates on recognition
and linking follows a largely consistent pattern. As for disease recognition, the
strongest increase in F1 is due to the Lexicon template (∆F1=−22.3). In disease
linking, this template heavily increases recall but leads to slight drop in precision
(∆F1=−15.5). The Token Length template equally increases recall and precision
in both tasks. Its impact is the second highest, which can be explained by its
broad scope. Although the Annotation Prior has a similarly broad scope, its im-
pact is smaller as we added the training data to the dictionary, which leads to a
partial subsumption of this template by the Lexicon template. Abbreviation, Co-
herence and Semantic Transformation templates have a rather restricted scope
in that they address very specific phenomena. Our evaluation shows that adding
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these templates does not negatively interfere with other templates, but increases
either recall, precision, or both.
Error Analysis Typical errors of our system are due to incorrectly resolved
abbreviations, erroneous span detection during recognition (e.g., infection by
hepatitis B virus vs. infection), fine-grained semantic distinctions during linking
(e.g., (i) terms such as seizures or shock which exactly match an entry in the
dictionary, but are not annotated as diseases in the data, or (ii) distinctions
between psychological or physiological diseases, or substance-induced, acute, or
chronic diseases), and discrepancies in the annotated training and testing data.
5 Conclusion
We have presented a domain-independent system that jointly addresses both
the entity recognition and linking task using a probabilistic framework. The
framework builds on an undirected probabilistic graphical model that considers
the span of mentions of entities as well as the corresponding knowledge base
identifier as random variables and models the joint assignment using a factorized
distribution. We have shown that our approach can be easily applied to different
domains by merely exchanging the underlying ontology and training data. On
the task of recognizing and linking disease names, we show that our approach
outperforms the state-of-the-art systems DNorm [12] and TaggerOne [11], as well
as two lexicon-based baselines. On the task of recognizing and linking chemical
names, our system achieves comparable performance to the state-of-the-art.
In future work, we plan to corroborate the domain adaptivity of our system
by investigating different entity types beyond diseases and chemicals. Moreover,
applying J-Link to simultaneously linking entities of multiple types (as demon-
strated by [11] for the two types of diseases and chemicals) would be a promising
avenue towards semantic representation of large heterogeneous text collections.
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